
 

Line NASB © Transliteration Strong's Definition Origin

1
For this 3778 this probably from a redupl. of ho,, used 

as a demonstrative pronoun

2 reason dia 1223 through, on account of, because of a prim. preposition

3 God theos 2316 God, a god of uncertain origin

4
gave them over paredōken 3860 to hand over, to give or deliver over, to 

betray

from para and didómi

5 to degrading atimias 819 dishonor from atimos

6
passions; pathē 3806 that which befalls one, a passion, a 

suffering

from paschó

7
for their women thēleiai 2338 female from prim. root thé- (to suckle)

8
exchanged metēllaxan 3337 to change, exchange from meta and allassó

9 the natural phusikēn 5446 natural, according to nature from phusis

10 function chrēsin 5540 use (as in a sexual sense) from chraomai

11
for that which is 

unnatural,

para 3844 from beside, by the side of, by, beside a prim. preposition

12 and in the same way omoiōs 3668 likewise, in like manner adverb from homoios

13
also kai 2532 and, even, also a prim. conjunction

14 the men 733b male a prim. word

15
abandoned aphentes 863 to send away, leave alone, permit from apo and hiémi (to send)

16 the natural phusikēn 5446 natural, according to nature from phusis

17 function chrēsin 5540 use (as in a sexual sense) from chraomai

18 of the woman thēleias 2338 female from prim. root thé- (to suckle)

19 and burned exekauthēsan 1572 to kindle, to be inflamed from ek and kaió

20 in their desire orexei 3715 desire, longing from the mid. of oregó

21

toward eis 1519 to or into (indicating the point reached 

or entered, of place, time, fig. purpose, 

result)

a prim. preposition

22 one another, allēlous 240 of one another a reciporical pronoun

23 men with men 733b male a prim. word

24 committing katergazomenoi 2716 to work out from kata and ergazomai

25 indecent acts aschēmosunēn 808 unseemliness from aschémón

26 and receiving apolambanontes 618 to receive from, receive as one's due from apo and lambanó

27
in their own persons eautois 1438 of himself, herself, itself from a prim. pronoun he (him, her) 

and gen. (dat. or acc.) of autos

28 the due edei 1163 it is necessary a form of deó

29 penalty antimisthian 489 a reward from antimisthos (as a reward)

30 of their error. planēs 4106 a wandering fem. of planos
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